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Who CipherCloud is
CipherCloud is the leader
in cloud security and
visibility, with the only
comprehensive multicloud security platform
that enables enterprises
to adopt the cloud while
ensuring data protection,
compliance and control.

CIPHERCLOUD COMPANY OVERVIEW
CipherCloud delivers trust in the cloud
Fast Facts
• More than 150 global financial services, insurance, healthcare, pharmaceutical,
telecommunications, and government customers
• Fast global growth across 15 different industries in more than 26 countries
• Earned the SC Magazine Best Solution in Cloud Security (2013) and the Best
Emerging Technology (2013) awards for our innovative multi-cloud platform
• Partnered with elite SI and IT leaders such as Accenture, Deloitte, T-Systems,
Salesforce.com, ServiceNow, and Box
• Gartner identified CipherCloud as the 1st best of breed Cloud Access Security Broker
• 17 patents that exemplify the strong innovative technology
• Global support organization with teams in the Americas, EMEA, and Asia
• Obtained investments from premier venture capital firms Andreessen Horowitz,
Transamerica Ventures, Delta Partners and T-Venture
• Over 400 employees worldwide
• Founded in 2010 by Pravin Kothari

The Company
We are leading a new era in security by enabling enterprises in financial services,
insurance, healthcare and government, to secure their data and adopt the cloud
with confidence. Because of our deep expertise, strong commitment to innovation,
and game changing multi-cloud security platform, hundreds of global enterprises
have chosen CipherCloud. We are the fastest growing cloud security company in
the rapidly expanding Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB) market.

HEADQUARTERS:
CipherCloud
333 West San Carlos Street
San Jose, CA 95110
CONTACT:
www.ciphercloud.com
sales@ciphercloud.com
1-855-5CIPHER (1-855-524-7437)
linkedin.com/company/
ciphercloud
Twitter: @ciphercloud

The CipherCloud Platform
Enterprises value the multi-cloud viability, unrivaled data
protection and consistent control delivered by CipherCloud.

Today’s Security Challenge

CUSTOMER EXAMPLE

Enterprises today know that adopting the cloud is no longer an option—it is a
business imperative to remain agile and competitive. While the cloud enables
enterprises to outsource their infrastructure, the responsibility to protect their
customer and business information remains critical. A disclosure or breach can
cost millions of dollars in lost revenue, compromise customer and intellectual
information, brand reputation, and the overall livelihood of the business.

“The key benefits for using
CipherCloud have been to
encrypt our sensitive data,
deliver a high level of security
and flexibility in the cloud, and
the lowering of our operational
costs of securing our most
important data.”

CipherCloud is focused on one thing—enabling your business to adopt the cloud
with confidence. We deliver solutions that let you understand how the cloud is
being used, manage user activity, and protect your sensitive data in the cloud.
In order to enable the cloud, you need to ensure:

Niko Klyuyer
—General Manager,
Caribbean Credit Bureau

• Visibility: discover and analyze what clouds are in use, where your data is going,
and what your users are doing
• Data security: proactively protect sensitive data continuously, before it goes to
the cloud
• Compliance: meet increasingly strict requirements for data privacy, and sovereignty
• Control: avoid security silos and enforce policies consistently across many
cloud applications
CipherCloud understands that cloud security needs to be dynamic, persistent, and
seamlessly integrated with your enterprise.

CipherCloud Ensures Visibility and Data Protection
CipherCloud is the pioneer in delivering effective cloud security, enabling you to
overcome the risks of data privacy, legal sovereignty and regulatory compliance.
Using ground-breaking technology, we protect the entire lifecycle of your
structured and unstructured data. Our comprehensive platform includes:
• Advanced Data Protection: FIPS 140-2 validated encryption, enterprise key
management, tokenization, and malware detection
• Cloud Discovery and Analytics: visibility and control over Shadow IT for more
than 15,000 cloud applications
• Content Control and Monitoring: advanced collaboration control and
governance with integrated data loss prevention, selective encryption, analytics
and anomaly detection

CipherCloud Delivers Multi-Cloud Control
CipherCloud provides centralized management, consistent policy controls, and
unrivaled dashboard visibility across a wide range of business-critical clouds
including: Salesforce, Force.com, AppExchange products, ServiceNow, Box, and
many other applications. Solutions are designed to meet enterprise use cases, with
flexible deployment in the cloud, on-premises, or both.

CipherCloud Delivers Customer Success

CipherCloud, the leader in cloud security
and visibility, enables companies to adopt
the cloud while ensuring data protection,
compliance and control. CipherCloud
delivers a comprehensive multi-cloud
security platform that integrates
advanced FIPS 140-2 validated data
protection, content control, monitoring,
cloud discovery and risk analysis. The
largest financial services, insurance,
healthcare, telecommunication, and
gaming companies across more than
25 countries have put their trust in
CipherCloud.
CipherCloud, named as SC Magazine’s
Best Product of the Year, has received
investments from premier venture
capital firms Andreessen Horowitz,
Transamerica Ventures, Delta Partners
and T-Venture, the venture capital arm
of Deutsche Telekom.

CipherCloud works hard to protect an enterprise’s sensitive information and we
help them to comply with industry and global regulations, and we provide even
further value in our solutions’ flexibility and ease of use. What we bring to the
table are five advantages that make our total value of ownership much greater
than any other cloud security and cloud access security broker solution.
• Fast to deploy with multiple deployment options
• Easy to scale and manage
• Deep cloud application knowledge
• Commitment to market leading innovation
• Total focus on customer success
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